
Magic Mushrooms Have Over 80
Different Species—And Their DNA
Is Now Available Online
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ZINGER BRIEF

Over 42 million bases of the P. cubensis psychedelic mushroom genome were

sequenced to fully cover all genes, as well as non-coding regions of the DNA.

"We believe the timing is perfect for introducing this capability to the psychedelic

mushroom market, and we look forward to the many advances it will enable.”
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50% OFF TODAY ONLY! Get two high-conviction bear market-beating

options trade signals straight to your email & SMS from full-time options

trader, Nic Chahine. Click Here Now to Get Instant Access to these

Trades ★★★★★

A growing interest in psychedelics and their therapeutic potential is bringing
technologies. Now, everyone can access Psilocydia, the world’s first
psilocybin genomic library.

What Happened: The site is managed by Medicinal Genomics Corp. and
houses over 80 fully sequenced psilocybe genomes. According to the company,
Psilocydia has been built with expansion in mind, with the goal to accommodate
“development and long-term sustainability as the industry matures.”

Like its sister site Kannapedia, Psilocydia is publicly available for everyone that
wishes to know the genomic information of psychedelic mushrooms.

FREE TRADING MASTERCLASS: How to Trade Stocks Like a Pro with Former

Hedge-fund Trader Mark Putrino! Click Here Now to Reserve your Spot >>

(Only 50 Seats Left)

Why It's Important: Mike Catalano, head of genomic services for MGC, said he
expects that the new service will be to psilocybin cultivators what Kannapedia 2.0
is to cannabis cultivators.

“Psilocydia establishes a dynamic genomic library that will benefit this important
and growing industry for years to come. Our powerful sequencing and genomic
services in conjunction with Psilocydia will make it easier than ever to
discover genetic traits, identify genes of interest, and perhaps most
importantly, give customers conclusive proof to differentiate beneficial
strains from poisonous ones, which look remarkably similar,” he explained.
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Over 42 million bases of the P. cubensis psychedelic mushroom genome were
sequenced to fully cover all genes, as well as non-coding regions of the DNA. The
information in the database includes high-impact variants found in genes of
interest such as Psilocybin and Psilocin synthase (PsiM, PsiH, PsiD & PsiK
genes); tables comparing samples to other strains in the Psilocydia database;
Blockchain Digital Stamping Certificates showing that strain's genetics were
submitted to the DASH blockchain, and microbiome analysis to better understand
common contaminants that may impact mushrooms. 

The Last Word: Brendan McKernan, Medicinal Genomics' CEO, commented:
“We began offering these capabilities to the cannabis community when we
sequenced the first cannabis genome, a decade ago. Since then, we have shown
over and over again the benefits this information can provide. We believe the
timing is perfect for introducing this capability to the psychedelic
mushroom market, and we look forward to the many advances it will enable.”

Photo: Courtesy of Marco Allegretti on Unsplash.

If you are not using this trading strategy, you are

leaving money on the table...

If you are blindly looking up and trading stocks the way 99% of traders are, you
are missing on HUGE potential returns. Even new traders who started following
this options trading strategy instantly began seeing a new perspective in how the
markets move. With even two trades per month with this strategy, you will start
seeing the difference in your trading strategies. Don't waste any more time
"guessing" and "getting lucky". Click Here to See if you Qualify for Benzinga
Options!

If you are a new trader then you need to read this...

Most new traders struggle at first to make sense of the markets and how to put
their portfolio in a position to flourish. Many try to start on their own and quickly
end up with a string of losses, slowly seeing their accounts dwindle to what it
started off as... Don't let this happen to you. By joining a vetted educational
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platform built for new traders, you will be taken step by step by a former hedge
fund trader who managed billions of dollars. This is exactly what Benzinga Trading
School is doing by helping traders overcome the initial challenges and to help
them thrive and to learn how professionals earn a consistent profit in any market
condition. For today only, you can try Benzinga Trading School yourself for 7 days
risk free.

BENZINGA CANNABIS CONFERENCE

The greatest investors and entrepreneurs in Cannabis are gathering in New York City

this Fall! Don't miss out.

© 2022 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved.
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Mushrooms Have Their Own Language, New Study Suggests

This article was originally published on Psychedelic Spotlight and appears here with permission.

Have you heard the joke about the mushrooms who talk to each other? No? Well, they probably…

Why Elon Musk Says Psychedelics And Ketamine Are Better Than

Pharma Meds

Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) CEO Elon Musk, the tech tycoon soon-to-become media tycoon

who smoked a joint on a live stream video with Joe Rogan opined

EXCLUSIVE: Benzinga's Javier Hasse Named To 'High Times 100 Of

2021' List Of Market Movers & Culture Creators

The High Times 100, which celebrates the most in�uential individuals in the U.S. cannabis industry,

is back after a two-year hiatus due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Field Trip Health To Divide Into Two Separate Public Companies

Field Trip Health (NASDAQ: FTRP) will divide two of its divisions into public companies of their own.
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Create a Watchlist

FREE: Follow your stocks and

cryptocurrencies with the most

actionable alerts on the

internet.

CLICK TO GET STARTED

Pro�t From Marijuana

Stocks

Alan Brochstein’s 420 Investor is the go-

to community for investors to learn,

explore, and pro�t from the marijuana

companies. The main goal of 420

Investor is to provide real-time,

objective information about the top

marijuana companies in the market in

order to help investors capitalize on

cannabis.

Start Investing
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Cannabis Industry: Could

We Be Valuing Growth

Incorrectly?

SHWZ : Cannabis Stocks

To Watch: Schwazze,

Undervalued

Consolidator

CNBS, CURLF, GDNSF, MJ, :

Chart: Is Cannabis Debt

Priced Accurately? This

Unique Credit Tracker…

Viridian Chart of the

Week

Could We Be Valuing Growth

Incorrectly?

Gainers Losers

Company Ticker Price ±%
Buy

Stock

Marrone Bio Inno… $1.16 30.57% Buy/Sell

Origin Agritech $8.91 4.82% Buy/Sell

Canopy Growth $5.71 4.77% Buy/Sell

Eastside Distilling $0.939 2.56% Buy/Sell

Scotts Miracle Gro $103.93 2.55% Buy/Sell

HEXO $0.4126 2.08% Buy/Sell

Zynerba Pharmac $1 41 0 71% Buy/Sell

MBII

SEED

CGC

EAST

SMG

HEXO

ZYNE

Cannabis Movers
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Zynerba Pharmac… $1.41 0.71% Buy/Sell

Encompass Health $68.83 0.69% Buy/Sell

Rivernorth Opps … $14.98 0.27% Buy/Sell
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